It is true that the time suggests decay rather than generation or parturition; but at the threshold of another period, even of obstetric work, it is well to remind ourselves of that reciprocal action which seems to take place between external nature and the human mind, rendering the autumn and winter of the one the seed time and high summer of the other.
I cannot but think that a season more than usually bountiful will be followed by a quickened and strengthened intellectual productiveness on the part of our own and other scientific societies.
In the mental, as in the spiritual world, there are times of greater refreshing and revival; and it may be expected that the workman, more than usually invigorated, will put forth his renewed energy in still greater efforts. No society can show a record of better or more thorough work than our own, and the hope may fairly be permitted that during this session it will not fall below its former level. Several older members have now quite withdrawn themselves from our discussions, but we have every reason to be satisfied with the infusion of young and active blood which has year by year been added to our 
